Gradients of axon guidance molecules instruct the formation of continuous neural maps, such as the retinotopic map in the vertebrate visual system. Here we show that molecular gradients can also instruct the formation of a discrete neural map. In the fly olfactory system, axons of 50 classes of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) and dendrites of 50 classes of projection neurons (PNs) form one-to-one connections at discrete units called glomeruli. We provide expression, loss-and gain-of-function data to demonstrate that the levels of transmembrane Semaphorin-1a (Sema-1a), acting cell-autonomously as a receptor or part of a receptor complex, direct the dendritic targeting of PNs along the dorsolateral to ventromedial axis of the antennal lobe. Sema-1a also regulates PN axon targeting in higher olfactory centers. Thus, graded expression of Sema-1a contributes to connection specificity from ORNs to PNs and then to higher brain centers, ensuring proper representation of olfactory information in the brain.
INTRODUCTION
Spatial representation of the external world is a common feature of sensory systems. The visual, auditory, and somatosensory systems are represented in continuous and topographic maps, where neighboring sensory inputs map to neighboring areas in the brain. This organization fits well with the continuous nature of these sensory stimuli, since visual and somatosensory stimuli are spatially continuous and auditory stimuli have continuous frequencies. By contrast, the olfactory system, whose main goal is to identify the quality of olfactory stimuli, utilizes a different strategy. The antennal lobe/olfactory bulb, the first olfactory relay in the brain, is composed of discrete units called glomeruli. In each glomerulus, axons of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) of a single class that express the same olfactory receptor converge and synapse typically with a single class of uniglomerular projection neurons (PNs)/ mitral cells. Thus, odor information is organized in a discrete spatial map in the brain, which consists of discrete glomerular units (reviewed in Axel, 1995; Komiyama and Luo, 2006) . The mechanisms by which continuous maps develop have been extensively studied in the visual system and shown to utilize gradients of guidance molecules (reviewed in McLaughlin and O'Leary, 2005; Flanagan, 2006) . By contrast, relatively little is known about mechanisms by which discrete sensory maps exemplified by the olfactory system are constructed (Komiyama and Luo, 2006) . Do continuous and discrete sensory maps develop using qualitatively different strategies, or are there commonalities?
At the antennal lobe of the adult fly olfactory system, axons of 50 classes of ORNs and dendrites of 50 classes of second-order PNs form one-to-one connections at 50 stereotyped glomeruli (Laissue et al., 1999; Couto et al., 2005; Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005) . Glomerular targeting of PN dendrites is prespecified by their lineage and birth order (Jefferis et al., 2001) . Indeed, the initial dendritic targeting of PNs in the antennal lobe occurs prior to invasion of ORN axons (Jefferis et al., 2004) and is regulated by the intrinsic action of transcription factors (Komiyama et al., 2003; Komiyama and Luo, 2007) . This provides an excellent opportunity to study mechanisms of active dendritic targeting during the construction of a neural map. To date, however, the cell biological mechanisms by which individual PN classes target their dendrites to distinct positions of the antennal lobe are not understood. Genetic analyses of candidate cellsurface molecules such as N-cadherin and Dscam have revealed their respective functions in restricting dendritic targeting to single glomeruli and in dendritic elaboration within individual glomeruli (Zhu and Luo, 2004; Zhu et al., 2006) . Since mutations of N-cadherin and Dscam affect all PN classes equally, these proteins do not appear to play instructive roles in the selection of dendritic targets of individual PN classes.
In principle, each PN class could express a unique combination of cell-surface receptors, so that the resulting combinatorial code specifies targeting of dendrites to one of 50 positions that eventually develop into 50 discrete glomeruli. Alternatively, analogous to the visual system, gradients of guidance molecules can be used to instruct dendritic targeting along different axes, such that different levels of guidance molecules specify different points along each axis. These two models are not mutually exclusive. Here we provide evidence supporting the second model. We show that the transmembrane Semaphorin-1a (Sema-1a) acts cell-autonomously as a receptor or part of a receptor complex to guide PN dendrites and axons. Different PN classes express different levels of Sema-1a, and Sema-1a levels instruct PN dendritic targeting in the antennal lobe along the dorsolateral-to-ventromedial axis.
RESULTS

Sema-1a as a Receptor for Axon Targeting
Semaphorins are a large conserved family of axon guidance molecules that have been shown to function as ligands for the Plexin/Neuropilin receptors (reviewed in Dickson, 2002) . However, the vertebrate transmembrane Sema6D functions as a receptor during cardiac cell migration (Toyofuku et al., 2004) . Similarly, Sema4D likely functions as a receptor in the immune system . Do transmembrane semaphorins also function cell-autonomously as axon guidance receptors in the nervous system? This possibility has been proposed in a number of reports (Eckhardt et al., 1997; Klostermann et al., 2000; Leighton et al., 2001; Godenschwege et al., 2002) , and was shown to be the case for Drosophila Sema-1a in photoreceptor axon targeting (Cafferty et al., 2006) . Below we provide evidence that Sema-1a functions as a receptor in axon targeting of PNs and mushroom body (MB) neurons.
Sema-1a is a transmembrane semaphorin (Kolodkin et al., 1993) required for correct pathfinding of embryonic motor neurons (Yu et al., 1998) , functioning as a ligand for PlexinA (Winberg et al., 1998) . It also controls proper synapse formation in the adult giant fiber system, where Sema-1a can have cell-autonomous effects when overexpressed (Godenschwege et al., 2002) . To test whether Sema-1a functions as a receptor for axon guidance, we utilized a protein null allele sema-1a P1 (Yu et al., 1998) and generated single cell sema-1a À/À clones in a heterozygous background using the MARCM system in PNs, whose dendrites innervate the glomerulus DL1, and in MB a 0 /b 0 neurons . We observed defects in axonal development of sema-1a À/À single cell clones of both neuronal types. Wild-type DL1 PN axons have a stereotypical axonal projection pattern, with their termini confined in the MB calyx and the lateral horn (Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002; Komiyama et al., 2003) (Figure 1A ). However, single sema-1a À/À DL1 PN axons in a heterozygous background mistargeted out of the correct areas and showed exuberant branching ( Figure 1B ). This phenotype was rescued by expression of a wild-type Sema-1a transgene (sema-1a WT ) only in the labeled single cell ( Figure 1C ), strictly demonstrating . The overlap between green and magenta is a result of Z projection. Scale bar, 40 mm. cell-autonomous action of Sema-1a. However, cellautonomous expression of a transgene lacking the cytoplasmic domain but with intact extracellular and transmembrane domains (sema-1a Dcyto ) failed to rescue the targeting defects ( Figure 1D ). We have confirmed that Sema-1a
Dcyto was highly expressed along the entire axon (data not shown), and this truncated protein has been shown to preserve the Sema-1a function as a ligand (Godenschwege et al., 2002) . Therefore the cytoplasmic domain of Sema-1a does not appear to be required for localization or surface expression of Sema-1a. Analogous experiments in MB a 0 /b 0 neurons yielded similar results ( Figures 1E-1H ). These data indicate that Sema-1a functions as a receptor, or part of a receptor complex, in DL1 PNs and MB a 0 /b 0 neurons for axon targeting.
Sema-1a Protein Is Distributed as a Gradient in the Developing Antennal Lobe Using a polyclonal antibody specific to Sema-1a (Yu et al., 1998; Godenschwege et al., 2002) , we found that the Sema-1a protein is distributed in the antennal lobe in a high dorsolateral (DL), low ventromedial (VM) gradient at 16 hr (Figures 2A 1 and A 2 , n = 11) and 18 hr (data not shown) after puparium formation (APF). In the anteriorposterior (Z) axis of the antennal lobe, the gradient distribution is most prominent at central-to-posterior sections. The Sema-1a gradient does not arise from a graded density of PN dendrites, since the density of PN dendrites is rather uniform within the antennal lobe at these developmental stages as shown by N-cadherin staining (Figure 2A 2 ) (Zhu and Luo, 2004) . Shortly after 18 hr APF, ORN axons expressing a high level of Sema-1a reach the antennal lobe (Sweeney et al., 2007) . As a result, the Sema-1a PN gradient is no longer evident at later time points. Sema-1a is undetectable in the adult antennal lobe (data not shown). At 16 hr and 18 hr APF, PN dendrites are the major component of the antennal lobe, as ORN axons have not yet entered (Jefferis et al., 2004) . In addition, all PN classes previously examined at this stage have targeted their (C) Sema-1a distribution in the antennal lobe during early pupal development (6, 9, and 12 hr APF). Along the DL-VM axis, the gradient becomes steeper and more obvious during this developmental period. Dotted ovals represent developing antennal lobes. At all these time points, the antennal lobes are devoid of cell bodies, and PN cell bodies reside in the periphery of the antennal lobe. Quantified in the bottom panels. N = 12, 11, and 9, for 6, 9, and 12 hr APF, respectively. Scale bars, 20 mm. Single confocal sections are shown for each panel. , for details see Figure S1 ). In short, the antennal lobe is divided into ten bins along the DL-VM axis, with bin1 being the most DL. The relative fluorescence intensity (dendritic density) of single-cell clones within each bin dendrites to appropriate regions of the antennal lobe according to their future glomerular classes and have a similar dendritic arborization status (Jefferis et al., 2004) . Therefore the Sema-1a gradient in the developing antennal lobe suggests that dendrites of different PN classes express different levels of Sema-1a. We provide the following experimental evidence to support this idea. First, when an UAS-RNAi transgene against sema-1a was driven by a pan-neuronal elav-Gal4, overall Sema1a staining of the pupal nervous system including the developing antennal lobe was greatly reduced (Sweeney et al., 2007) . This result supports the previous reports that this antibody is specific (Yu et al., 1998; Godenschwege et al., 2002) and shows that Sema-1a expression is mostly neuronal. Second, making a large subset of PNs mutant for sema-1a greatly reduced the Sema-1a staining in the antennal lobe. About two-thirds of PNs are labeled by Gal4-GH146 (Stocker et al., 1997) , most of which derive from either the anterodorsal or the lateral neuroblast lineages (Jefferis et al., 2001) . We can eliminate Sema-1a from individual lineages by generating protein null sema-1a À/À MARCM neuroblast clones in a heterozygous background. Rarely we obtained double neuroblast clones such that the majority of GH146-positive PNs (except those born prior to clone generation) are devoid of Sema-1a protein. Figure 2B shows two such examples: a marked reduction of Sema-1a staining was observed coinciding with labeled, mutant PN dendrites. The residual Sema-1a staining could be due to the nonlabeled PNs that are heterozygous for sema-1a. Taken together, we conclude that the graded Sema-1a distribution is largely contributed by PN dendrites.
To determine the onset of the Sema-1a gradient during development, we performed immunostaining at earlier pupal stages ( Figure 2C ). At 6 hr APF, the Sema-1a distribution does not show an obvious uniform gradient. This evolves into a gradient that becomes evident at 9-12 hr APF. The timeline fits well with our previous finding that PN dendrites of different classes start segregating at around 6 hr APF, and specific targeting is evident at 12 hr APF (Jefferis et al., 2004) . This observation suggests that specific dendritic targeting of PNs with different Sema-1a levels creates the gradient we observe at 16-18 hr APF; PNs expressing higher levels of Sema-1a target their dendrites to a progressively more DL region, thus creating a continuous Sema-1a gradient in the antennal lobe.
Loss of sema-1a Causes Direction-Specific Mistargeting of PN Dendrites
The correlation of Sema-1a expression levels and dendritic target positions (Figure 2) , together with the cell-autonomous function of Sema-1a in PN axon targeting (Figure 1 ), raises the possibility that PNs use Sema1a as a receptor to read spatial information along the DL-VM axis provided by an unidentified ligand(s). The level of Sema-1a signaling would thus instruct positioning of PN dendrites along this axis. This hypothesis predicts that dendrites of a sema-1a mutant PN that normally targets to the DL region should mistarget in the VM direction. We tested this prediction by performing single cell lossof-function MARCM analyses for four PN classes (DL1, DA1, DC3, and VM2) using the null allele sema-1a P1 . Our choice of PN classes is limited by the availability of Gal4 lines that allow us to identify PN classes independent of dendritic targeting. Nevertheless, these four classes cover a large range along the DL-VM axis, thereby sampling different locations along the Sema-1a gradient ( Figure 3A ). In accordance with our prediction, DL1 PN dendrites that normally target the most DL glomerulus exhibited severe VM mistargeting, sometimes targeting outside the antennal lobe ( Figure 3B, arrows) . A quantitative analysis of dendrite distributions along the DL-VM axis (orange arrow in Figure 3A ; details described in Figure S1 ) confirmed this observation ( Figure 3F ). DA1 PNs that normally target less dorsolaterally than DL1 (especially during early pupal development; data not shown) also showed significant mistargeting in the VM direction, although to a lesser extent (Figure 3C , arrows; Figure 3F ). Centrally targeting DC3 PNs in sema-1a À/À single cell clones showed a mild but statistically significant shift in the VM direction ( Figures  3D and 3F ). Ventromedially targeting VM2 PNs still targeted most of their dendrites to the appropriate area despite the lack of Sema-1a ( Figures 3E and 3F ). In addition to these phenotypes, we observed broadening of dendritic fields in several clones. This may be a response of dendrites when they lack correct targeting information (see Discussion). Without the knowledge of the ligand source and distribution, it is unclear whether mistargeting inside and outside the antennal lobe should be treated as spatially continuous phenotypes. Therefore, as a conservative approach, we also quantified dendritic distributions only inside the antennal lobe, excluding mistargeting outside the antennal lobe (e.g., bottom arrows in Figure 3B , PN dendritic mistargeting, with a corresponding increase of the p value when compared with control. As another measure of severity of dendritic mistargeting in different PN classes, we quantified amounts of dendrites targeting the correct glomeruli defined solely by the nc82 staining. (The glomerular border of DC3 is difficult to identify with the nc82 staining, and therefore this class was excluded from this analysis.) As expected, wild-type PNs sent the vast majority of their dendrites to the correct glomeruli (90%, 91.5%, and 88% for DL1, DA1, and VM2, respectively). In contrast, sema-1a
clones sent smaller fractions of their total dendritic mass to the correct glomeruli (43%, 68%, and 77% for DL1, DA1, and VM2, respectively). DL1 is more severely affected by loss of sema-1a than DA1, which is in turn more severely affected than VM2. This analysis further supports the graded phenotypes of different PN classes along the Sema-1a gradient, with more dorsolaterally targeting PNs more severely affected.
To test whether dendritic mistargeting of sema-1a
PNs is direction-specific, we quantified dendritic distributions inside the antennal lobe along the VL-DM axis (green arrow in Figure 3A) , orthogonal to the observed Sema-1a gradient in the DL-VM axis (Figure 2 ). We did not find a significant shift for any of the four classes examined ( Figure 3H ). These results strongly support the idea that Sema-1a directs dendritic targeting specifically along the DL-VM axis.
The DL1 dendritic mistargeting defects can be rescued by cell-autonomous expression of a full-length sema-1a transgene ( Figure 4A ), but not by expression of Sema-1a that lacks the cytoplasmic domain ( Figure 4B ). The expression level of transgenic Sema-1a could be higher than wildtype, but Sema-1a overexpression has no effect on this most DL-targeting class (data not shown). Localization of the Sema-1a
Dcyto protein in the dendrites was confirmed by antibody staining (data not shown). Delayed expression onset of other Gal4 lines prevented us from performing the rescue experiment for other PN classes. At least for the DL1 class, therefore, Sema-1a acts as a receptor, or part of a receptor complex, in PN dendritic targeting. À/À DL1 PNs ( Figure 3B ) can be rescued by cell-autonomous expression of a fulllength sema-1a transgene (A) (n = 8, p > 0.6 compared to wild-type), but not by expression of a cytoplamic deletion form of sema-1a (B) (n = 8, p > 0.08 compared to sema-1a
). Quantification is as in Figure 3F . The VM mistargeting phenotype of the DL1 PN dendrites was observed at all developmental stages examined (18, 36, and 50 hr APF; Figure 4C ). The earliest time point we examined was prior to the ORN axon invasion of the antennal lobe (Jefferis et al., 2004) , indicating that Sema-1a acts in the initial, ORN-independent phase of dendritic targeting.
Sema-1a Is Differentially Required for Axon
Targeting of Different PN Classes As described above, DL1 PNs mutant for sema-1a show severe and 100% penetrant axon targeting defects, with axons misrouted dorsally ( Figures 1B, 5A , and 5E). A similar mistargeting was observed for DA1 PN axons, although the penetrance and severity of the phenotypes were lower (Figures 5B and 5E ). The axon-targeting defects for the DC3 and VM2 PNs were subtle and less penetrant ( Figures 5C-5E ). Thus, Sema-1a is differentially required not only for dendrite but also for axon targeting of different PN classes. The PN classes that target their dendrites more dorsolaterally in the antennal lobe have a higher dependence on Sema-1a for correct axon targeting, consistent with a higher level of Sema-1a expression in these PNs. By contrast, more ventromedial PNs express lower levels of Sema-1a, and their axon targeting is less dependent on Sema-1a.
The mistargeting of the DL1 PN was also observed at as early as 18 hr APF, when PN axons just start to elaborate their terminal arborization in the MB calyx and the lateral horn ( Figure 5F ), indicating that as in dendritic targeting ( Figure 4C ), Sema-1a acts at an early stage of axon targeting.
Overexpression of Sema-1a Shifts PN Dendrites Dorsolaterally in a Dose-Dependent Manner
If the level of Sema-1a plays an instructive role in PN dendritic targeting, overexpression of Sema-1a should cause a DL shift of PN dendrites. To test this prediction, we overexpressed Sema-1a only in labeled PNs using the MARCM system. PN neuroblast clones overexpressing Sema-1a failed to innervate their normal VM target glomeruli; instead, their dendrites shifted to the DL region of the antennal lobe ( Figure 6 ). This effect is dose sensitive: Sema-1a expression from one copy of the transgene did not result in a significant shift ( Figure 6B ), whereas expression from two copies of the transgene did. (We have found that the level of overexpression from one copy of the transgene was low and that from two copies was much higher; see Experimental Procedures.) Moreover, this overexpression phenotype was stronger when flies were reared at 25 C compared to 18 C ( Figures 6C  and 6D ), due to increased Gal4-UAS activity at the higher temperature. Finally, raising the flies in the presence of tub-Gal80 ts , a temperature-sensitive form of the Gal4 inhibitor (McGuire et al., 2004) , at a permissive temperature during development completely suppressed this overexpression phenotype ( Figure 6E ). Thus, Sema-1a overexpression during development shifts the dendritic targeting dorsolaterally in a dose-dependent manner. The overexpression effect was also specific to the DL-VM axis. Quantification of dendritic distrubitions along the VL-DM axis did not reveal a significant shift for any of the experimental conditions (wild-type: 5.72 ± 0.05; onecopy overexpression: 5.76 ± 0.06; two-copy overexpression at 18 C: 5.81 ± 0.11; two-copy overexpression at PNs is observed at early developmental time points (left panel, 18 hr APF, n = 2/2; middle panel, 36 hr APF, n = 3/3; right panel, 50 hr APF, n = 2/2). Labeling is as in Figure 4C . Scale bar, 50 mm. 25 C: 6.17 ± 0.08; Gal80 ts control: 5.59 ± 0.05; p > 0.05 when each condition is compared with wild-type). Taking together the expression study and loss-and gain-of-function analyses, we conclude that Sema-1a levels cell-autonomously direct PN dendritic targeting in the antennal lobe along the DL-VM axis (Figure 7 , see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
Gradients and Discrete Neural Maps
Gradients of axon guidance molecules have been proposed almost half a century ago (Sperry, 1963) to specify neuronal connections and have since been identified in several systems. Graded Ephrin/Eph signaling plays crucial roles in instructing axon targeting of retinal ganglion cells in the tectum/superior colliculus in vertebrates (Cheng et al., 1995; Drescher et al., 1995; Brown et al., 2000; Hindges et al., 2002; Mann et al., 2002; Schmitt et al., 2006) . Gradients of other molecules such as Wnt3 (Schmitt et al., 2006) , Engrailed-2 (Brunet et al., 2005) , and RGM/Neogenin (Monnier et al., 2002; Rajagopalan et al., 2004) have also been implicated in this process. Furthermore, gradients of Eph/Ephrin are essential in establishing the somatosensory thalamocortical projections (Vanderhaeghen et al., 2000; Dufour et al., 2003) and perhaps also the auditory map (Cramer, 2005) . A primary feature shared by these systems is a continuous, topographic representation of sensory inputs: neighboring neurons target their axons to neighboring positions. Smooth gradients could thereby instruct the formation of such continuous maps.
By contrast, the olfactory system is organized in a qualitatively different way: ORNs project their axons, and second-order neurons project their dendrites, to discrete glomerular units. Cell-body positions do not predict the precise locations of their projections. ORNs whose cell bodies are dispersed in sensory epithelia converge their axons to single glomeruli (reviewed in Axel, 1995; Komiyama and Luo, 2006) . Similarly, there is no correlation in positions of cell bodies and target glomeruli of second-order PNs in Drosophila (Jefferis et al., 2001 ). However, we show here that graded expression of a guidance molecule is still utilized for the formation of such a discrete sensory map. Our findings extend the importance of molecular gradients to the formation of discrete neural maps. This appears to be a general mechanism by which organisms utilize a limited number of genes to specify the vast number of connections necessary to construct a functional nervous system.
We provide definitive evidence that Sema-1a functions cell-autonomously in PNs for their dendritic and axonal (n = 14, p = 0.34 compared with WT). Quantification is as in Figure 3 . Green labeling dorsal to the antennal lobes is PN cell bodies and was not included in the quantifications. Overlap of green-labeled (CD8-GFP) dendrites and nc82 (magenta) appears white. Scale bar, 50 mm.
targeting. This function requires the cytoplasmic domain.
Since deletion of the Sema-1a cytoplasmic domain does not affect its localization, the cytoplasmic domain could mediate signaling directly by interacting with intracellular proteins, or it could mediate interactions of Sema-1a with an essential coreceptor. We propose that Sema-1a levels cell-autonomously direct initial PN targeting in the antennal lobe along the DL-VM axis (Figure 7) . In one possible model, PNs with different Sema-1a levels-specified transcriptionally, posttranscriptionally or both-respond to a ligand gradient expressed along the same DL-VM axis ( Figure 7A ) by targeting their dendrites to different positions along this axis ( Figure 7B ). However, our data do not exclude other possibilities. For example, spatial information read by Sema-1a could be provided by a discrete combinatorial code of molecules. Future identification of the Sema1a ligand and its cellular source and distribution will provide further insights as to how wiring specificity of the olfactory circuit originates.
Our mutant analyses indicate that Sema-1a signaling does not provide the single instructive force along the DL-VM axis. For example, sema-1a À/À PNs of all four classes analyzed retain preferences to occupy the correct glomeruli. In addition, interestingly, three out of seven sema-1a À/À VM2 mutant PNs showed subtle dendritic mistargeting in the DL direction (arrowhead in Figure 3E ), which was never observed in wild-type controls. These observations are reminiscent of the mutant phenotypes of Ephrin-As (Feldheim et al., 2000) and EphBs (Hindges et al., 2002) in retinotopic mapping and suggest the presence of other forces instructing PN positioning along the DL-VM axis. This is expected, since a single, unidirectional force would cause all PN dendrites to target one corner of the antennal lobe. Sema-1a itself could act as a bidirectional receptor by switching its direction of responses in a concentration-dependent manner, as proposed for Ephrin-As (Hansen et al., 2004) and Ephrin-B1 (McLaughlin et al., 2003) . Furthermore, other counterbalancing gradients, as proposed in the visual system by Wnt3 signaling (Schmitt et al., 2006) , might work together with Sema-1a in specifying DL-VM positions of PN dendrites. How could a continuous gradient be used to instruct the formation of a discrete map? We have found that graded expression of Sema-1a is required for initial targeting of PN dendrites ( Figure 4C ). We propose that this initial targeting is later refined through intercellular interactions that sharpen boundaries between glomeruli ( Figure 7C ). Indeed, dendrite-dendrite interactions among PNs mediated by the cell-adhesion molecule N-cadherin contribute to the refinement of PN dendritic targeting (Zhu and Luo, 2004) . Interactions between ORN axons and their partner PN dendrites are likely to further sharpen glomerular boundaries and increase the fidelity of pre-and postsynaptic matching (Zhu et al., 2006) . Broadening of dendritic fields observed in several mutant clones might indicate that these refinement processes are dependent on initial targeting; mistargeted dendrites may not be properly refined to achieve tight clustering normally observed within single glomeruli.
A similar developmental logic might be used in other systems, notably the convergent, discrete axon targeting of olfactory receptor neurons. In mice, OR expression areas in the olfactory epithelium form a continuous gradient, and the expression area of an OR along the dorsomedial-ventrolateral axis in the epithelium is tightly correlated with the position of axonal convergence in the olfactory bulb along the dorsal-ventral axis (Miyamichi et al., 2005) . Thus, it is plausible that ORN axon targeting along this axis is controlled by gradients of guidance molecules, such that ORNs express different levels of guidance receptors along the dorsomedial-ventrolateral axis in the epithelium, and differentially respond to their ligand gradients along the dorsal-ventral axis in the bulb. Indeed, several molecules have been shown to be expressed in gradients in the mouse olfactory system (Norlin et al., 2001) . A recent study proposes that levels of G protein and cAMP signaling in ORNs determined by the basal activity of different ORs may instruct ORN axon targeting along the anterior-posterior axis of the olfactory bulb, through transcriptional regulation of axon-guidance molecules including neuropilin1 (Imai et al., 2006) . Similar to our model of PN dendritic targeting, coarse targeting of ORN axons instructed by gradients could be refined through axon-axon interactions, which have been implicated in both flies (Komiyama et al., 2004; Sweeney et al., 2007) and mice (Ebrahimi and Chess, 2000; Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004; Serizawa et al., 2006) .
Coordination of Dendrite and Axon Targeting of the Same Neuron
Nervous systems are composed mostly of interneurons such as PNs. They face the challenging task of coordinating targeting specificity of their dendrites in the receiving end of information, and axons in the sending end, of the same neurons. This is essential for them to receive input from appropriate presynaptic neurons and relay information to appropriate postsynaptic neurons. In Drosophila PNs, for instance, the axon-targeting patterns in the higher olfactory centers are highly stereotyped according to their glomerular classes (defined by PN dendritic targets) (Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002) . Compared to mechanisms of axon guidance and targeting, relatively little is known about mechanisms of dendrite guidance and targeting (reviewed in Jan and Jan, 2003) , or the coordination of axonal and dendritic targeting specificity of the same neuron.
We previously showed that a pair of POU transcription factors plays a role in both PN dendritic and axonal targeting (Komiyama et al., 2003) . Here we find that PNs whose dendrites target more dorsolaterally have a higher level of Sema-1a expression and are more dependent on Sema1a for targeting of both axons and dendrites. We believe that Sema-1a regulates axon and dendrite targeting locally and independently, since these processes occur simultaneously (Jefferis et al., 2004) , and we did not find correlation between severity of dendritic and axonal phenotypes within the same PN under the conditions when these phenotypes are partially penetrant (data not shown). Use of the same molecules to specify targeting of both axons and dendrites may help neurons to coordinate their input and output and at the same time reduce the number of molecules required for wiring the nervous system. Such dual functions of guidance molecules within single neurons (e.g., this study; Polleux et al., 2000) may be widely used in developing nervous systems.
As another example of economy and pleiotropy of guidance molecules, we found that Sema-1a also acts in ORNs for their axon targeting. In contrast to its cell-autonomous function in PNs described here, at a later stage of development, Sema-1a acts as a ligand for PlexinA to mediate ORN axon-axon interactions (Sweeney et al., 2007) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mosaic Analyses
Mosaic analyses using MARCM for DL1 single-cell clones and neuroblast clones were performed as described (Komiyama et al., 2003) . To generate DA1, DC3, and VM2 clones, flies of the following genotypes were heat shocked for 1.5 hr at variable times between 26-74 hr after larval hatching. (1) was obtained from the DGRC Kyoto Stock Center. MARCM clones for MB a 0 /b 0 neurons were generated by inducing clones at 72-96 hr after larval hatching in animals of the genotypes analogous to above, except that the MB OK107-Gal4 was used instead of the PN Gal4s.
Immunofluorescence Fixation, immunofluorescence, and imaging were performed as described (Komiyama et al., 2003) with the exception that some images were taken using Zeiss LSM 510. Rabbit anti-Sema-1a (kind gift of A. Kolodkin) was used at 1:2500. Rat anti-N-Cadherin (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) was used at 1:30.
Quantification Procedures
For quantification of Sema-1a gradients at 16 hr APF, 11 antennal lobes stained for Sema-1a (9 of which costained for N-Cadherin) were randomly chosen and imaged using Zeiss LSM 510. A central confocal section was chosen from each brain, the DL-VM axis manually drawn, the antennal lobe was binned into five bins, and average fluorescence intensity in each bin was calculated. Values from different brains were normalized such that the average intensity from each brain was 100. For samples with N-Cadherin staining, the Sema-1a pattern and the N-Cadherin pattern were both analyzed in the same confocal section along the same DL-VM axis. Quantifications of Sema-1a gradients at earlier developmental stages were similarly performed. Quantification of PN dendritic targeting positions is described in detail in Figure S1 . Quantification of the fraction of dendrites targeting the correct glomeruli were performed by calculating the fluorescence intensity within a glomerulus whose border was manually drawn based solely on the nc82 staining, divided by the total fluorescence intensity.
Estimation of Sema-1a Overexpression Level in MARCM Neuroblast Clones To estimate the MARCM overexpression level relative to endogenous Sema-1a (Figure 6 ), we generated a set of samples at 16 hr APF in which one antennal lobe has an anterodorsal neuroblast MARCM clone overexpressing Sema-1a and the contralateral antennal lobe does not have a clone (as an internal control) and stained with antiSema-1a antibody. The mean intensities of top five confocal sections (1 micron step) of the antennal lobe, where the labeled dendrites are enriched, were calculated for both sides that were imaged at the same gain. (These sections also include dendrites of unlabeled PNs that do not overexpress Sema-1a.) We then calculated the ratios of mean fluorescence intensity of the clone-containing side over the control side for each brain. The geometric means are 1.25 for one copy (1.10, 1.16, 1.47, and 1.29 for four brains) and 3.03 for two copies (4.24, 3.64, 2.80, and 1.96 for four brains) of the transgene, respectively. This nonlinear increase from one copy (25% increase over the average Sema-1a endogenous level) to two copies (200% increase) may reflect a thresholding effect of Gal4 activity as the Gal80 concentration decreases after clone induction. The overexpression levels are likely lower at earlier time points during initial targeting and may explain the differential effect of one versus two copies of transgenes.
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